PRODUCT FEATURES AND HIGHLIGHTS
Three Base Console Widths

Base consoles are available in three widths: 24”, 48”, and
72”. Features the Insta-Lock fastening system for simple
construction. Black powder-coat finish.

Corner Fillers

Decorative TruForm End Panels

Complete the look of your console with our popular TruForm
end panels. TruForm panels are available in a wide variety of
colors. End panels can also be custom ordered in laminate or
solid-surface materials.

Corner fillers help fit consoles into rooms, and deliver a
convenient, ergonomic wrap-around operator console.
Choose from 15°, 45°, and 90° concave corner options or 15°
and 45° convex corner options.

Adjustable Monitor Mounts

Easy-Access Cable Management

Four Monitor Mount Post Heights

Enhance reliability while protecting and managing your cables.
All Prestige consoles feature convenient cable management
solutions that are easily accessible. A large drop-down interior
tray is also available as an option.

VESA-compliant pivot/tilt mounts easily attach monitors
to a support post, and provides smooth pivot and pitch
adjustment for optimal viewing of flat panel monitors.
Available in four different heights: 15”, 28-1/2”, 42” and 60” so
you can create a monitor array suitable for any application.

Multiple Work Surface Options

Multi-Purpose Locking Doors

Double-panel doors are extra-sturdy to support a CPU shelf or
file/storage bin for convenient swing-out access.

Choose from four durable work surface options. Our innovative
Endurance Plus, our proprietary Comfort Edge, our popular
laminate with Safeguard, and flexible Corian® work surfaces are
all available for our Prestige consoles.

Anti-Tip Extension

Cable Grommet

Extensions stabilize the console on all in-line console
configurations. Anti-tip extensions come standard with all end
frames. Black powder-coat finish.

Electric-Lift Legs

Quickly and easily adjust the work surface height from 28-1/2” to
44-1/2” at the push of a button. Two, three and four leg systems
are available with load capacities of 500, 750 and 1,000 pounds
respectively.

Adjustable
Monitor Mounts

Round plastic grommet with cap allows easy routing of wires
from lower cable management to desktop monitors.

Versa-Trak Monitor Mounting System

Integrated horizontal aluminum track system will support a
wide variety of monitor arrays. Versa-Trak offers the ultimate
in versatility with easy horizontal adjustment. Post-mounted
VESA brackets provide vertical adjustability along with the
ability to tilt and pivot the monitors.
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VERSA-TRAK MONITOR MOUNTING SYSTEM
Integrated horizontal aluminum track system will support a
wide variety of monitor arrays. Versa-Trak offers the ultimate
in versatility with easy horizontal adjustment. Post-mounted
VESA brackets provide vertical adjustability along with the
ability to tilt and pivot the monitors.

ELECTRIC-LIFT LEGS

Electric-lift legs offer three programmable height settings
for ultimate versatility and optimum comfort in any control
room setting. Operators are able to quickly and easily
adjust the work surface height from 28-1/2” to 44-1/2” with
the push of a button. Two, three and four leg systems are
available with load capacities of 500, 750 and 1,000 pounds
respectively.

EASY-ACCESS CABLE MANAGEMENT

Enhance reliability while protecting and managing your
cables. All Prestige consoles feature convenient cable
management solutions that are easily accessible. A large
drop-down interior tray for additional cable management is
also available as an option.

MULTI-PURPOSE DOORS

Double-panel front and rear doors are extra sturdy to
support a CPU shelf or file/storage bin for convenient swingout access. Prevents reaching and working in confined
storage spaces.

LET WINSTED DESIGN A CONSOLE FOR YOU: winsted.com/designservice

ASCEND
CORNER CONSOLE
™

ASCEND CONSOLES
Our sit/stand console offers three programmable
height settings for ultimate versatility and
optimum comfort in any control room setting.
This completely redesigned sit/stand console
includes electric-lift legs, which enable
operators to quickly and easily adjust the work
surface height from 28-1/2” to 44-1/2” with
the push of a button. Two, three and four leg
systems are available with load capacities of
500, 750 and 1,000 pounds respectively.
ASCEND CORNER CONSOLE
MODEL#

HEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

W5739

28-1/2”
(724mm)
- to 44-1/2”
(1030mm)

128-3/4”
(3270mm)

58-5/8”
(1489mm)

COLOR

SIDE PANEL

WORK SURFACE

BLACK

SLATE GREY
LAMINATE

BLUEBERRY MATRIX
SAFEGUARD

Keep your operators happy, healthy and
productive with our Ascend sit/stand console.
Changing positions throughout the day can
help minimize physical stress and fatigue.
Ascend provides a wide range of movement
and easily allows operators to alternate
between sitting and standing at the push of a
button.

Sitting or standing, this adjustable console will keep your operators
comfortable all day.
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ASCEND
PENINSULA CONSOLE

™

ASCEND CONSOLE WITH PENINSULA
MODEL#

HEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

W5729

35”
(889mm)
- to 44-1/2”
(1030mm)

188-1/8”
(4778mm)

105-7/8”
(2689mm)

COLOR

BLACK

SIDE PANEL

WORK SURFACE

WINDSOR MAHOGANY WINDSOR MAHOGANY
LAMINATE
COMFORT EDGE

Dual-operator Ascend console features a center peninsula with
extra storage space and three rack mount turrets.

LET WINSTED DESIGN A CONSOLE FOR YOU: winsted.com/designservice

AXIOM MONITOR MOUNTS: ( 1.5” DIA. MOUNTING POSTS)
W6471

W6472

15” Post - Single Monitor
Post Mount, Vertical

W6492

28-1/2” Post - Single Monitor
Articulating Arm

W6473

28-1/2” Post - Dual Monitor
Post Mount, Vertical

42” Post - Triple Monitor Post
Mount, Vertical

W6491

15” Post - Single Monitor
Articulating Arm

W6493

28-1/2” Post - Dual Monitor
Two Articulating Arms

A custom Sky Track
monitor wall can be
integrated to support your
larger monitors. Contact
Winsted for details.

PRESTIGE MONITOR MOUNTS: ( 1.9” DIA. MOUNTING POSTS)
E5081

15” Post - Single Monitor
Post Mount, Vertical

W5774

15” Post with
15” Extension Arm

W5772

28-1/2” Post - Dual Monitor
Post Mount, Vertical

W5775

28-1/2” Post with
15” Extension Arm

W5773

42” Post - Triple Monitor
Post Mount, Vertical

W5776

42” Post with Two
15” Extension Arms

W5777

15” Post with
Dual 15” Extension Arms

W5778

15” Post with
Height Adjustable Arm

* 60” Pole with mounts available. Contact Winsted for details.
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W5690

Dual-Post Large Monitor Mount
(Supports 42” - 63” Monitors)

W5698

28-1/2” Post with VESA Mount
(Supports 26” - 45” Displays)

PRESTIGE ACCESSORIES
56679

W5664

RADIAL END CREDENZA
W5630 / W5631

RACK RAILS
56165

CPU SHELF

FILE STORAGE BIN

56087

56088

(Door Sold Separately)

(Door Sold Separately)

10679

TASK LIGHTS

LIFT-OFF PANEL
64100

WOOD DOORS
56569

57730

W5749
REMOTE & PHONE APP
FOR ASCEND CONSOLES

TELEPHONE TRAY
W6469

ELECTRICAL BOX WITH BRACKET
56265

POWER STRIP
W5650

AIR COMMAND™: PERSONAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL STATION
56754 : SINGLE BAY ASCEND CONSOLE | 56755 : DOUBLE BAY ASCEND CONSOLE

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE: CONTACT WINSTED FOR DETAILS

WORK SURFACE - OPTIONS
LAMINATE WITH SAFEGUARD

TM

Choose from a broad range of colors, textures
and patterns. We supply laminates from all the major manufacturers. The high
pressure laminate is permanently bonded to an industrial grade 45 lb. density
particle board core for strength. The work surface is finished with our durable
Safeguard Edge.

COMFORT EDGE

TM

Our urethane Comfort Edge work surface offers the ultimate
in flexibility and durability. The black urethane edge is molded to an industrial
grade 45 lb. density particle board and is available in a wide variety of colors.
The Comfort Edge work surface features a smooth, contoured profile to improve
operator comfort and maximize productivity.

ENDURANCE EGDE

TM

Through a proprietary process, we insert a continuous
protective bumper material in the front edge of the work surface. This protective
bumper significantly increases the durability of the work surface, which is often
subject to heavy physical stress in 24/7 control room environments.

CORIAN®work surfaces are durable and feature an attractive, seamless appearance.
The solid colors penetrate through the entire thickness of the material so
blemishes are easily repaired. The smooth, nonporous finish is hygienic and easy
to clean, while being resistant to liquids and heat.

SHOW YOUR IDENTITY
Add personality to your control room. We offer simple logo decals or complete end panel wraps with custom graphics.
Contact Winsted for details.
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